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In addition to these sessions, you’ll be able to easily schedule virtual 1:1 and group meetings throughout the three 
conference days and beyond 

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS TO DATE: 

• Dave MacLennan, CEO and chairman, Cargill  

• Amy Braun Senter, vice president, sustainability and chief sustainability officer, Kellogg Company 

• Alison Taylor, chief sustainability officer, Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM) 

• Kevin O'Donnell, global director, sourcing and operations sustainability, General Mills 

• Mikel Hancock, senior director of sustainable food & agriculture, Walmart 

• Tina Owens, senior director of agriculture, Danone 

• Jon Hixson, vice president government relations and global citizenship, Yum! Brands 

• Xavier Roussel, vice president marketing and sustainability, Dole Food Company 

• Daniel Sonke, director of sustainable agriculture, Campbell Soup Company 

• Marilyn Ceci, managing director, head of green bonds, J.P. Morgan  

• Charlotte Peyraud, vice president, sustainable banker, Crédit Agricole 

• Stewart Leeth, vice president of regulatory affairs and chief sustainability officer, Smithfield Foods 

• Kim Marotta, global senior director corporate responsibility and enterprise risk management, 
MillerCoors  

• Sarah Ludmer, senior director wellbeing and regulatory, Kellogg Company 

• Jean C. Buzby, food loss and waste liaison, Office of the Chief Economist, US Department of 
Agriculture  

• Daniel Katz, co-founder, board chair and former president, Rainforest Alliance 

• Tim Faveri, vice president sustainability and shared value, Maple Leaf Foods 

• Karen Christensen, senior director, office of animal welfare, Tyson Foods  

• Paul Schiefer, senior sustainability director, Amy's Kitchen  

• Dirk Jan Kennes, global strategist farm inputs, Rabobank 

• Sachin Gupta, global agribusiness offering leader, IBM 

• Udi Lazimy, head of sourcing and sustainability, JUST 

• Nathalie Walker, director, tropical forests and agriculture, National Wildlife Federation 

• David Horlock, managing director, global food and retail supply chain, BSI  

• Jill Kolling, vice president sustainability, Cargill 

• Dan Wolfson, IBM Distinguished Engineer, The Weather Company, an IBM Business 

• Rob Morasco, senior director culinary development, Sodexo 

• Tensie Whelan, director, Center for Sustainable Business, NYU Stern 

• Simon C. Hall, senior manager, tropical forests and agriculture, National Wildlife Federation  

• John Buchanan, vice president, sustainable production, Conservation International 

• Melissa Ho, senior vice president, fresh water and food, WWF 

• Rachel Dreskin, executive director, USA, Compassion in World Farming 

• Mariko Thorbecke, senior sustainability consultant, US food sector team development lead, Quantis 

• Jon Walker, senior advisor, cocoa, Fairtrade International 

• Molly Laverty, sustainability director, Farmer Brothers 

• Ryan Sirolli, row crop sustainability, Cargill 

• Alex Borschow, managing partner, Semillero Ventures 

• Mitchell Presser, US head of global transactions, corporate and M&A, Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer 

• Ariane Daguin, CEO and founder, D’Artagnan 

• Hilary Haddigan, chief of mission effectiveness, Heifer International 
 



In addition to these sessions, you’ll be able to easily schedule virtual 1:1 and group meetings throughout the three 
conference days and beyond 

DAY 1 – May 27th 2020 

Please note, all timings are in US Central Time (CDT) 
 

9.30-9.55 Q&A with Dave MacLennan, CEO and chairman of Cargill: The 2020 business case for 

sustainable agriculture – key opportunities, challenges and trends 
In this opening session, we will ask Dave MacLennan, CEO and chairman of Cargill to outline views, discuss the trends 

and debate how changes in consumer demands are affecting food and beverage businesses. Through a high-level 

discussion, we’ll set the scene for the two days by examining some of the likely industry shifts and developments over 

the next 5-10 years. 

 

Dave MacLennan, CEO and chairman, Cargill  
Moderator: Tobias Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 

 

10.05-10.50 The decade of action on climate: What does climate neutrality really look like and how will it 

transform business models by 2030? 
In order to limit global temperatures to 1.5 degrees, GHG emissions must fall 45% by 2030 and to zero by 2050. This 

reduction is required at a time of rapidly expanding food production. In fact, it is estimated by the FAO that food and 

feed production will need to increase by 70% by 2050 to meet the world's food needs. 
 

In order to achieve targets and avoid the impending climate catastrophe, food companies must radically adapt 

practices. And with the clock ticking, the next 10 years will be critical.  
 

In this session, we’ll discuss and debate what leading food brands can do to reduce impacts and reach climate 

neutrality. We’ll consider real world practicalities and assess how brands can map the route to 2030 to ensure 

effective implementation.  

 

Jon Hixson, vice president government relations and global citizenship, Yum! Brands 

Tim Faveri, vice president sustainability and shared value, Maple Leaf Foods 

Ashley Allen, climate and land senior manager, Mars 

Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

 

10.50-11.15 Networking Break 

 

11.15-12.00 Investors driving climate action: How investors expect food companies to adapt to the 

growing urgency and gravity of climate change 
Action on climate is no longer solely left to brands, governments and NGOs. The growth in ESG within mainstream 

decision making has meant investors are starting to play a much needed and critical role. This session will examine 

how investors are driving climate action and ask what they’re expecting of big business. With a panel of leading 

experts, we’ll discuss: 
 

• What do investors expect to see from business in terms of commitments and action? 

• The key metrics, benchmarks and data points that investors take seriously  

• How much is ESG actually factoring into decision making?  

• How investor pressure can drive the business case internally and truly engage the board in sustainability  

 
Marilyn Ceci, managing director, head of green bonds, J.P. Morgan 

Hervé Duteil, chief sustainability officer, BNP Paribas 

Charlotte Peyraud, vice president, sustainable banker, Crédit Agricole 

Moderator: Tobias Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 

 

 



In addition to these sessions, you’ll be able to easily schedule virtual 1:1 and group meetings throughout the three 
conference days and beyond 

 

12.10-12.55 Breakout Sessions 

 

1. The value of farmer data: How to extract and utilize the full value of farmer data, and ensure 
everyone benefits 
Amy Braun Senter, vice president, sustainability and chief sustainability officer, Kellogg Company 
Simon C. Hall, senior manager, tropical forests and agriculture, National Wildlife Federation  
Moderator: Tobias Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 

 
1. 2020 targets: What’s still standing in the way of business achieving zero-deforestation targets? 

John Buchanan, vice president, sustainable production, Conservation International 
Mikel Hancock, senior director of sustainable food and agriculture, Walmart 
Nathalie Walker, director, tropical forests and agriculture, National Wildlife Federation 

Moderator: Stephen Donofrio, director, Forest Trends’ Supply Change Initiative 

 
2. ESG data, performance metrics and benchmarks: Are investors, rating agencies and companies 

aligned on what ‘good’ looks like? 
Drew Hambly, executive director, corporate governance, Morgan Stanley Investment Management 

 Alfredo B. D. Silva, partner and co-chair of the Social Enterprise and Impact Investing Practice Group, Morrison 
& Foerster LLP 

 Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

  
 

13.10-13.45 Speed Networking 
During speed networking sessions, attendees will be matched with others for quick fire 1:1 virtual meetings. Over the 

course of the session, you will have the opportunity to meet a range of attendees and then follow up where 

appropriate with more detailed conversations via the meeting scheduler.  

 

 

14.00-14.45 Breakout Sessions 
 

1. Doing more with less: leading practices in responsible water stewardship at farm-level 
Daniel Sonke, director of sustainable agriculture, Campbell Soup Company 
Kim Marotta, global senior director corporate responsibility and enterprise risk management, Molson Coors 
Beverage Company 
Moderator: Melissa Ho, senior vice president, fresh water and food, WWF  
 

2. The future of farming in the tropics: What can business do to support and enable a sustainable 
business model for the smallholder farmers of the future? 
Hilary Haddigan, chief of mission effectiveness, Heifer International 
Jon Walker, senior advisor, cocoa, Fairtrade International 

Moderator: Tobias Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 

 

3. Animal welfare: What are brands doing to ensure the fair and safe treatment of animals in their 
supply chains 
Karen Christensen, senior director, office of animal welfare, Tyson Foods  
Rachel Dreskin, executive director, USA, Compassion in World Farming 
Ariane Daguin, CEO and founder, D’Artagnan 
Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

 

 

 



In addition to these sessions, you’ll be able to easily schedule virtual 1:1 and group meetings throughout the three 
conference days and beyond 

14.55-15.45 Live Working Groups 
Working groups are set up a little differently. Everyone in the session will join live through their webcams and audio. We 
plan to ensure all voices are heard as we work to tackle a key issue or question. We will split attendees into smaller 
groups throughout the session to enable a constructive dialogue.  
 

1. Tackling the myths and realities of modern organics. How it has evolved and how to talk about 
results 
Paul Schiefer, senior sustainability director, Amy's Kitchen 
Moderator: Tobias Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 

 

2. Sustainable packaging: A look at the latest developments in product design to reduce your plastic 
footprint 
Jo Griffiths, global food community director, BSI 
Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

 

3. Evolving consumer demands: How to effectively - and genuinely - engage consumers in 
sustainable food 
Tensie Whelan, director, Center for Sustainable Business, NYU Stern 

 

4. Sector profile: Reducing GHG emissions in livestock and dairy production 
Mikel Hancock, senior director of sustainable food & agriculture, Walmart 
Moderator: Sarah Beaubien, head of Western US, Quantis 

 

15.45-16.00 Networking Break 

 

16.00-16.45 The vegan health halo: Is the alternative protein market lacking transparency on health and 

nutritional impacts? 
Consumer demand for plant-based meat alternatives has increased drastically over the past few years, as consumers 

become more aware of their diet’s impact on the planet. Companies have been quick to take advantage of this surge 

in demand, and with huge success. Beyond Meat made headlines in early 2019 when it went public, Impossible Foods 

veggie burgers are now available at Burger King, and giants such as Tyson have added their own range of plant-based 

alternatives to their portfolio.  

 

However, the industry’s critics say these foods can often be highly-processed and consumers should be wary of 

equating ‘vegan’ with ‘healthy’. Brands such as Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods do not explicitly market their 

products as healthier alternatives, but rather as a more sustainable and environmentally-friendly alternative to beef. 

But is the industry benefiting from its ‘green halo’ and avoiding tough questions on health, nutrition and sourcing as a 

result?    

 

This session we will debate the main criticisms of the alternative protein market and welcome perspectives from the 

industry on what needs to change.  

 
Udi Lazimy, head of sourcing and sustainability, JUST 

David Horlock, managing director, global food and retail supply chain, BSI 

Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

 

17.00-17.45 Group Networking 
Attendees will be able to join live networking sessions on the themes of: Climate Impacts, Farmer Resilience, 

Sustainable Land Practices. These networking sessions are designed to introduce a range of attendees who share a 

common interest. The 45 minutes will be structured to enable informal networking and discussion in a more relaxed 

setting.  



In addition to these sessions, you’ll be able to easily schedule virtual 1:1 and group meetings throughout the three 
conference days and beyond 

DAY 2 – May 28th 2020 

Please note, all timings are in US Central Time (CDT) 

 

9.00-9.45 Speed Networking 
During speed networking sessions, attendees will be matched with others for quick fire 1:1 virtual meetings. Over the 

course of the session, you will have the opportunity to meet a range of attendees and then follow up where 

appropriate with more detailed conversations via the meeting scheduler.  

 

10.00-10.45 Regenerative agriculture: What does it cost and what impact will it have at scale? 
Regenerative agriculture is a relatively young movement that already has advocates from many types of organisations 

and regions. By addressing the issues of soil degradation and the climate crisis, this approach to farming is starting to 

shape sustainability strategies across the food sector. 

  

With the term occurring with increasing frequency, this session will discuss how much potential there is for 

regenerative agriculture to be scaled-up in order to transform traditional supply chains into sustainable food systems. 

  

We’ll touch upon: 

• The meaning of regenerative agriculture / how it is perceived 

• The various barriers preventing regenerative agriculture from scaling-up, such as the lack of shared metrics 
and data 

• Best practice examples of regenerative agriculture projects on the ground 
 

Kevin O'Donnell, global director, sourcing and operations sustainability, General Mills 

Tina Owens, senior director of agriculture, Danone 

Mariko Thorbecke, senior sustainability consultant, US food sector lead, Quantis 

Moderator: Tobias Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 

 

10.45-11.00 Networking Break 

 

11.00-11.45 A new era for transparency: How to build consumer trust and satisfy demand for 

information 
Consumers are increasingly demanding transparency in their food. This desire has traditionally been driven by health-

conscious consumers, but more recently millennials and ethical consumers are also looking for more information. In 

order to build trust and loyalty, food brands must embrace this new era in transparency. But with customers 

demanding detailed, comprehensive and readily available information on a vast array of products, how can food 

brands keep up?     

 

In this session, we will debate how far the food industry must go to satisfy consumer demands for information. We’ll 

consider the new technologies that are enabling a greater level of transparency and assess the opportunities behind 

complete, open disclosure. 

 

Sarah Ludmer, senior director wellbeing and regulatory, Kellogg Company 

Xavier Roussel, vice president marketing and sustainability, Dole Food Company 

Jill Kolling, vice president sustainability, Cargill 

Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

 

11.45-12.05 Networking Break 

 

 

 

https://apparel.pathable.co/meetings/private


In addition to these sessions, you’ll be able to easily schedule virtual 1:1 and group meetings throughout the three 
conference days and beyond 

 

12.05-13.00 Live Working Groups 
Working groups are set up a little differently. Everyone in the session will join live through their webcams and audio. We 
plan to ensure all voices are heard as we work to tackle a key issue or question. We split into smaller groups throughout 
the session to enable a constructive dialogue.  

 

1. How to effectively monitor, protect and promote biodiversity throughout operations and supply 
chains 
Melissa Ho, senior vice president, fresh water and food, WWF  
Moderator: Nathalie Walker, director, tropical forests and agriculture, National Wildlife Federation 

 

2. Seeds of change: How VCs and AgTech start-ups are changing the food landscape 
Alex Borschow, managing partner, Semillero Ventures 
Moderator: Stephen Donofrio, director, Forest Trends’ Supply Change Initiative 

 
3. How business can tackle food waste more effectively: The potential climate/efficiency gains 

Jean C. Buzby, food loss and waste liaison, Office of the Chief Economist, US Department of Agriculture  
Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

 

4. The use of blockchain in building transparency and trust 
Speaker tbc, IBM Food Trust 
 

 

13.15-14.00 Speed Networking 

During speed networking sessions, attendees will be matched with others for quick fire 1:1 virtual meetings. Over the 

course of the session, you will have the opportunity to meet a range of attendees and then follow up where 

appropriate with more detailed conversations via the meeting scheduler.  

 

 

14.10-14.55 Breakout Sessions 

 

1. The farmer perspective: How can industry, government, and NGOs collectively enable farmers to 
implement sustainable, regenerative ag practices? 
Ryan Sirolli, row crop sustainability director Cargill 
Mark Heckman, farmer based in Iowa and part of the Global Farmer Network 
Moderator: Mary Boote, chief executive officer, Global Farmer Network  
 

2. We all know food is too cheap. How are we going to spread the cost of a sustainable food 
system? 
Dirk Jan Kennes, global strategist farm inputs, Rabobank  
Molly Laverty, sustainability director, Farmer Brothers 
Moderator: Mary Linnell-Simmons, director of marketing, Fairtrade America 

 
3. Tackling the soil crisis six feet under: Best practice to tackle degradation, store carbon and ensure 

the quality and health of your soil 
Stewart Leeth, vice president of regulatory affairs and chief sustainability officer, Smithfield Foods 
Jeff Keiser, lead ag offering manager, Weather Business Solutions, IBM 
Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

 
 

 

 

https://apparel.pathable.co/meetings/private


In addition to these sessions, you’ll be able to easily schedule virtual 1:1 and group meetings throughout the three 
conference days and beyond 

 

 

15.10-16.00 Provenance, nutrition and sustainability: What are the consumer trends and demands 

shaping the future of food 
Market dynamics in food are shifting. Consumers are expecting more of food brands than ever before. They want to 

know where their food comes from, the nutritional value and the impact it has on our planet. These expectations and 

the rising tide of ethical consumerism have opened up multi-billion dollar markets and could drive a complete 

overhaul in our current food systems.  
 

This session will look at the consumer trends that will have the biggest impact on current business models. We’ll look 

at how food brands can adapt practices in line with consumer expectations and take advantage of the opportunities in 

market transformation.  
 

Alison Taylor, chief sustainability officer, Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM) 

Rob Morasco, senior director culinary development, Sodexo 

Jeff Keiser, lead ag offering manager, Weather Business Solutions, IBM 

Moderator: Tobias Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 

 

16.10-17.00 Group Networking 
Attendees will be able to live group networking rooms to discuss the themes of the last two days. These networking 

sessions are designed to introduce a range of attendees who share a common interest. The 45 minutes will be 

structured to enable informal networking and discussion in a more relaxed setting.  

 

REGISTER ONLINE HERE 

https://www.innovationforum.co.uk/conferences/the-future-of-food-us/register

